
COLONIAL WING CHAIR

This elegant and timeless design is the perfect choice to complement any classic This elegant and timeless design is the perfect choice to complement any classic 
setting. Traditional aesthetic with coil sprung base, Colonial Wing Chair speaks setting. Traditional aesthetic with coil sprung base, Colonial Wing Chair speaks 
to refined taste and stylish living.to refined taste and stylish living. Lola is the perfect chair for small areas where  Lola is the perfect chair for small areas where 
space matters. Its clever design is compact and classy and suited for any home or space matters. Its clever design is compact and classy and suited for any home or 
commercial space. Do not let this chair fool you by its size; it is extremely comfortable commercial space. Do not let this chair fool you by its size; it is extremely comfortable 
and supportive. If that was not reason enough to consider this beautiful addition to and supportive. If that was not reason enough to consider this beautiful addition to 
your surroundings, Lola also swivels and has memory.your surroundings, Lola also swivels and has memory.
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COLONIAL WING CHAIR
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

LargeLarge

SmallSmall

Height

10801080

10001000

Depth

900900

900900

FrameFrame

SuspensionSuspension

Seat cushionSeat cushion

Back cushionBack cushion

Details

Solid HardwoodSolid Hardwood

Coil SpringsCoil Springs

High Density FoamHigh Density Foam

Premium FoamPremium Foam

Guarantee

LifetimeLifetime

LifetimeLifetime

LifetimeLifetime

3 Years3 Years

CUSTOMISATION AVAILABLECUSTOMISATION AVAILABLE
The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. 

As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the 

right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. 
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Length

850850

780780


